Friday, 10 December, 2021

Day 1

09:00 - 10:00
Registration of participants

Hall №1

10:00 - 10:45
Opening ceremony of the Conference. Greeting

Presidium:

Plenary talk. Psoriasis in the context of integrative medicine
Kruglova L.S. (30 minutes.)

FIRST INTERNATIONAL PLENARY SESSION
OF PSORIASIS RESEARCH EXPERTS

11:00 - 11:30
Keynote Lecture
Psoriasis and depression
Prof. Mohammad Jafferany (Michigan, USA) (30 min.)

11:30 - 13:00
Satellite symposium
Co-chairs: Kruglova L.S., Korotaeva T.V., Bakulev A.L.
The effectiveness and safety of netakimab
Bakulev A.L. (Saratov) (15 min.)

Psoriasis of difficult localizations
Khairutdinov V.R. (St. Petersburg) (15 min.)

Psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis
Korotaeva T.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Disability prevention in patients with psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis
Olisova O.Yu. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Psoriasis and comorbid diseases
Kruglova L.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Discussion (15 min.)

13:15 - 14:45
Round Table
Interdisciplinary approach in the treatment of patients with psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis
Moderators: Kokhan M.M., Zagrebneva A.I.

Psoriatic arthritis: current issues in early diagnosis
Zagrebneva A.I. (20 minutes.)

Current treatment options for patients with psoriasis, focus on long-term efficacy and safety
Kokhan M.M. (Yekaterinburg) (20 min.)

From theory to practice. Guselkumab in the treatment of patients with psoriasis – a real-life experience
Kruglova L.S. (Moscow) (20 min.)

IL-23 inhibitors in psoriasis therapy. Clinical cases
N.V. Nekrasova (Kaliningrad) (20 min.)

Discussion (10 min.)

15:00 - 16:30
Symposium
What is new in psoriasis therapy. Free communication
Moderators: Zagrebneva A.I., Shatokhina E.A.

Biologic drugs in patients with psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis – practical aspects
Pavlovsky L. (Tel Aviv, Israel) (15 min.)

Hepatic comorbidity in psoriasis: relationship and treatment options
Kruglova L.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Towards freedom of movement. Ixekizumab in the treatment of psoriatic arthritis
Zagrebneva A.I. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Real-life experience with ixekizumab  
Shatokhina E.A. (Moscow) (25 min.)  
Discussion (15 min.)

11:00 - 13:00  
Satellite symposium

Xerosis cutis as an interdisciplinary problem
Moderators: Lvov A.N., Sokolovskiy E.V.

Xerosis as a universal disorder in dermatology
Sokolovsky E.V. (St. Petersburg) (20 min.)

Main factors in the development of xerosis cutis
Araviyskaya E.A. (St. Petersburg) (20 min.)

Key Lecture
State-of-the-art treatment of xerosis: a practical approach in the light of recent research on the structure and function of the skin
Enzo Berardesca (Rome, Italy) (30 min.)

Current view on problems of atopic dermatitis
Tamrazova O.B. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Decreased quality of life in patients with xerosis as a key disorganizing phenomenon
Lvov A.N. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Discussion (10 min.)

13:15 - 14:45  
Satellite symposium

Atopic dermatitis and alopecia areata: relationship and interaction
Chairman: Lvov A.N.

Introduction (5 min.)
Pathophysiological and immunological mechanisms of atopic dermatitis and alopecia areata development
Lvov A.N. (Moscow) (25 min.)

Alopecia areata and atopic dermatitis in the adult patient population
Gadzhigoroeva A.G. (Moscow) (25 min.)

Atopic dermatitis and alopecia areata in pediatric dermatology
Murashkin N.N. (Moscow) (25 min.)

Discussion (10 min.)
15:00 - 15:30
Keynote Lecture
Skin manifestations of endocrine pathology
Corresponding Member of RAS Fadeev V.V. (Moscow) (30 min.)

15:30 - 16:15
Satellite symposium
How to improve the course of comorbidities in patients with skin diseases
Moderator: Sokolovsky E.V.
Xerosis in adults with dermatoses and beyond ...
Sokolovsky E.V. (St. Petersburg) (15 min.)
Stress and skin - reinventing well-known facts
Araviyskaya E.A. (St. Petersburg) (15 min.)
Dermatocosmetics for acne: a marketing ploy or a necessity?
Kruglova L.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

16:15 – 16:30
Discussion (15 min.)

11:00 - 11:30
Key Lecture
Acne: pathogenetic signaling pathways and the microbiome
Bridgite DRENO (Nantes, France) (30 min.)

11:30 - 12:15
Satellite symposium
The place of dermatocosmetics in the algorithms for the treatment of skin diseases. In the aid of practicing physician.
Moderators: Olisova O.Yu., Smirnova I.O., Tamrazova O.B.
Innovative dermatocosmetics for the prevention of comedones
Olisova O.Yu. (Moscow) (15 min.)
Sensitive skin syndrome - myth or reality?
Smirnova I.O. (St. Petersburg) (15 min.)
Management strategies for intertrigo and other skin lesions
Tamrazova O.B. (Moscow) (15 min.)
12: 15-12:30
Discussion (15 min.)

12:45 - 13:30
Satellite symposium
Acne and rosacea - expert recommendations: what should the practitioner focus on today?
Moderators: Araviyskaya E.A., Olisova O.Yu., Snarskaya E.S.

Acne - a review of international and Russian clinical guidelines with an expert assessment of their practical application
Araviyskaya E.A. (St. Petersburg) (20 min.)

Rosacea - international concepts in therapy: from CLEAR - "clear skin" to BURDEN - "reduction of the disease burden" with a professorial analysis of clinical cases
Olisova O.Yu., Snarskaya E.S. (Moscow) (20 min.)

13:30 - 13:45
Questions and answers (5 min.)
Discussion (10 min.)

14:00 - 15:30
Symposium
Advances in acne research
Moderators: Samtsov A., Sidorenko O., Drozdina M.B.

Topical acne therapy: traditions and innovations
Samtsov A.V. (St. Petersburg) (15 min.)

Systemic isotretinoin. Expanding the horizons of application
Drozdina M.B. (Kirov) (15 min.)

Skin pigmentation issues: from theory to practice
Sidorenko O.A. (Rostov-on-Don) (15 min.)

Topical acne therapy: a new form of familiar remedies
Dontsova E.V. (Voronezh) (15 min.)

Acne treatment with systemic isotretinoin: questions and answers
Lvov A.N. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Discussion (15 min.)
15:45 - 17:15
Symposium
Current issues in trichology
Moderator: Gadzhigoroeva A.G.

New paradigms in the treatment of hair diseases
Gadzhigoroeva A.G. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Lichen planus therapy
Vavilov V.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Diagnostic algorithm for androgenetic alopecia
Tsimbalenko T.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Can minoxidil resistance be fought?
Khaldina M.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Psychotypes of patients with alopecia
Romanova Yu.Yu. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Discussion (15 min.)

Hall №4

11:00 – 13:00
Symposium
Aesthetic dentistry
Moderators: Kozlova M.V., Boykov M.I.

Ultrasound scans in the diagnosis and treatment monitoring of the maxillofacial area lymphedema
Vozgoment O.V., Nadtochiy A.G., Semkin V.A., Ivanova A.A. (15 min.)

Evaluation of the effectiveness of orbital reconstruction with soft tissue flaps in combination with ectoprosthetics after exenteration
Sipkin A.M., Chumakov A.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Improvement of methods: surgical treatment of patients with persistent facial nerve paralysis
Tsiklin I.L., Bezdenzhnykh D.S., Sechko K.O. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Sjogren syndrome in a dental practice
Kozlova M.V., Arutyunyan B.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Aesthetic and functional benefits of disilicate glass-ceramic veneers (LDSVs)
Boykov M.I. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Botulinum toxin type A in the prevention of postoperative salivary fistula and sialocele
Utiahsvili N.I., Sipkin A.M. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Role of digital technologies in aesthetic dentistry
Kozlova M.V., Solodkaya D.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

13:15 – 15:15
Symposium
Gastroenterology and Eating Disorder. Bariatric surgery. Aesthetic proctology
Moderators: Minushkin O.N., Bashankaev B.N.

Cytoprotection in gastroenterology and dermatology
Minushkin O.N. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Aesthetic proctology: basics
Bashankaev B.N. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Gut microbiota: what do we know and what can we do?
Ardatskaya M.D. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Human placenta hydrolysate in clinical practice
Minushkin O.N. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Skin appearance in patients before bariatric surgery and after a massive weight loss in plastic surgery
Ilyina N.D. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Microbiome theory of aging in the perspective of integrative medicine
Agafonova E.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

15:30-17:20
Symposium
Infectious pathology of the XXI century: challenges and ways to overcome
Moderators: Vershinina M.G., Devyatkin A.V., Gomberg M.A.

Expertise in the aboratory medicine in the COVID-19 era: expert experience
Vershinina M.G. (Moscow) (30 min.)
COVID-19: clinical picture changes
Devyatkin A.V. (Moscow) (30 min.)
Sexually transmitted viral infections: what's new?
12:00 – 13:30

Symposium

Supported by the International Society of Dermatology

*Chairperson:* Nellie Konnikov

**Dermatosurgery: yesterday, today, tomorrow.**

*Nellie Konnikov, Professor, the president of International Society of Dermatology (Boston USA) (20 min.)*

- **The Mohs micrographic surgery as standard of treatment for non-melanoma skin cancer**
  *Ross Zeltser, MD, (USA) (20 min.)*

- **Progression and risks of squamous cell skin cancer**
  *Anar Mikailov, Director, Lahey Hospital & Medical Center, Lecturer, Harvard Medical School (USA) (20 min.)*

- **Clinical presentation, current diagnostic techniques, and clinical management of autoimmune bullous diseases.**
  *Abdul Razzaque Ahmed, professor of Dermatology, Tufts University School of medicine director center for Blistering Diseases (15 мин.)*

- **Reversal of autoimmunity using a combination of rituximab and IVIg.**
  *Abdul Razzaque Ahmed/ professor of Dermatology, Tufts University School of medicine director center for Blistering Diseases (15 мин.)*

13:45 – 14:05

Interactive symposium of CIS countries

- **Virtual tour to the Department of Dermatovenerology and Dermatocosmetology of Astana Medical University**
  *(Nursultan, Kazakhstan) (15min.)*

- **Virtual tour to the Republican Center of Dermatovenerology and Cosmetology of the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Uzbekistan**
  *(Tashkent, Uzbekistan) (5 min.)*
14:15-16:30
Symposium «Integrative Medicine»
Moderators: Gryazeva N.V., Yakovlev A.B., Mishina O.S.

**The use of traditional Chinese medicine in the treatment of skin Diseases**  
Ma Jian, Professor, Director of the Qicun Medical Center of Weinan City District (Shaanxi Province, China) (15 min.)

**Integrative dermatology and telemedicine: a pilot project to create an interactive digital platform**  
Korovin E.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

**The problem of diagnosing acne inversa**  
Teplyuk N.P., Pirogova A.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

**Exposome and its role in the development of acne**  
Gryazeva N.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

**Modern clinical features and therapy of Microsporum spp. and Trichophyton spp. infections**  
Yakovlev A.B. (Moscow) (15 min.)

**Review of recommendations for the treatment of ANCA-associated systemic vasculitis American College of Rheumatology/Vasculitis Foundation – 2021**  
Beketova T.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

**Skin diseases associated with diabetes mellitus**  
Ladygina D.O. (Moscow) (15 min.)

**Cutaneous and systemic mastocytosis. The role of dermatologists in the diagnosis and early detection of hemoblastosis**  
E.A. Shatokhina (Moscow) (15 min.)

**Unmet needs of patients with skin diseases: a patient's perspective**  
Mishina O.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

---

11:00 - 13:10
Session 1
Actual problems of modern cosmetology: discussing with colleagues of related specialties
*Co-chairs: E.V. Ikonnikova, T.V. Ileshina, N.V. Gryazeva*

*Medical cosmetology as a medical specialty.*
Yutskovskaya Ya.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)
**Features of skin changes after COVID-19 infection. Key recommendations for effective and safe aesthetic procedures.**

Zhaboeva S.L. (Kazan) (20 min.)
**Cosmetic cream and serum: the view of a chemist, biologist and consumer.**

Hernandez E.I. (Moscow) (15 min.)
**Oxidative stress as a cause of premature aging. SMART-diagnostics and treatment.**

Kalinchenko S.Yu. (Moscow) (15 min.)
**Acne and microbiota.**

Gryazeva N.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)
**Skin condition in patients before bariatric surgery and after massive weight loss from the point of view of a plastic surgeon.**

Bordan N.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)
**Lipofilling or hyaluronic acid injections: map of individual indications.**

Orlova Yu.M. (Moscow) (15 min.)
**Beauty injections during a pandemic: What? Where? When?**

Bondarenko V.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

---

**13:15 - 15:15**

**Session 2**

**Successful diagnostics and therapy in dermatological and cosmetological practice**

*Co-chairs: A.V. Zubarev, E.V. Ikonnikova, S.B. Potkin, V.E. Gazhonova*

**New opportunities in ultrasound diagnostics of skin with high-frequency sensors.**

A.V. Zubarev (Moscow) (20 min.)

**Complications after cosmetic procedures through the eyes of a cosmetologist.**

E.V. Ikonnikova (Moscow) (20 min.)

**Complications after cosmetic procedures through the eyes of a sonologist.**

Potkin S.B. (Moscow) (20 min.)

**Alertness for breast cancer at a dermatologist appointment.**

Gazhonova V.E. (Moscow) (20 min.)

**Treatment strategies for vascular complications with the introduction of calcium hydroxyapatite. Clinical case.**

Zharkova E.N. (Moscow) (20 min.)

**A rare type of periorbital complications after correction of the tear trough.**

E.V. Ikonnikova (Moscow) (20 min.)

---

**15:30 - 17:20**

**Session 3**
Plasma therapy: analyzing the capabilities of the method and the range of indications for use

Co-chairs: A.Yu. Alenichev, E.A. Chaikovskaya, E.V. Ikonnikova

The role of medications and techniques that improve regeneration during hardware cosmetology procedures. Optimal solutions.
Alenichev A.Yu. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Pathophysiologica rationale for the use of autologous plasma in the therapy of botuloneuroprotein hypercorrection.
Glagoleva E.N. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Clinical aspects of the use of "Cellular matrix" for women in menopause.
Ivanova E.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

PRP in traumatology and orthopedics. Rejuvenation of the musculoskeletal system: treatment, regeneration, renewal.
Gaev T.G. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Platelet Plasma: reassessing values.
Chaikovskaya E.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Discussion (10 min.)

Hall №7

11:00 - 13:45

Symposium

Hardware technologies: therapy protocols and effective combinations of techniques

Co-chairs: A.G. Stenko, A.R. Nogerov, K.A. Novikov

"Cold technologies" in the atrophic cicatricial skin changes correction.
Novikov K.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Compaction of face fat packs.
Bragina I.Yu. (Moscow) (20 min.)

An integrated approach to the treatment of stretch marks.
Stenko A.G. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Experience of using microfocused ultrasound in combination with PRP-therapy for various morphotypes of aging.
T.V. Stepanova (Moscow) (20 min.)

Differentiated approach to patient selection for monopolar radiofrequency lifting procedure.
Akhmedbaeva I.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

The use of a CO₂ laser for involutive skin changes depending on the morphotype.
Baranova E.L. (Moscow) (15 min.)
Combination of non-ablative fractional photothermolysis and broadband light in the correction of involutive skin processes.

Demidion D.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)
Features of CO₂ laser skin resurfacing of the upper and lower eyelids.

Kirsanova L.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Photodynamic therapy in the rosacea therapy algorithm.

Sofinskaya G.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

14:00 - 16:30
Symposium
Injection methods: safe and effective. Analyzing the nuances of practical use
Co-chairs: E.V. Ikonnikova, A.V. Igoshina, A.A. Sharova

Distribution of various hyaluronic acid-based fillers in the dermis depending on the physicochemical properties.
Yusova Zh.Yu. (Moscow) (20 min.)

The effect of the solvent on the effectiveness of botulinum therapy.
Sharova A.A. (Moscow) (30 min.)

The role of hyaluronic acid in complex protocols for the correction of involutive skin changes.
A.V. Igoshina (Moscow) (20 min.)

ReVOLUXion effect in face sculpting.
Fedorov D.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Synergy effect of the Firm & Lyft technique.
A.R. Nogerov (Moscow) (20 min.)

Current views on stretch marks correction methods.
Petriy M.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Thread lifting in "youth". When to start so that it’s "not too late"?
Agapova M.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Saturday, 11 December, 2021
Day 2

Hall №1
10:30-12:00
Satellite Symposium
Atopic dermatitis and chronic idiopathic urticaria: controversial issues of therapy and disease control
Co-chairs: Kruglova L.S., Lvov A.N.

Review of recommendations and clinical practice reality
Lviv A.N., Kruglova L.S. (15 min.)

Complex issues in the treatment of chronic idiopathic urticaria
Fedenko E.S. (15 min.)
- Personalized approach to the treatment of pruritus. Focus on efficacy and safety in the context of long-term use of antihistamines
Tataurshchikova N.S. (15 min.)
- Atopic dermatitis: important aspects in disease control
Samtsov A.V. (15 min.)
- Pathogenetic approach to the selection of emollients for atopic dermatitis
Bakulev A.L. (15 min.)
- Profiles of patients with atopic dermatitis
Tamrazova O.B. (15 min.)

12:15 – 13:00
Satellite symposium
Dermatitis and eczema: differential diagnosis and approaches to therapy
Bakulev A.L. (40 min.)

Questions and answers (5 min.)

13:00 – 13:15
Discussion (15 min.)

13:30 – 14:15
Satellite symposium
Atopic dermatitis as a field for targeted therapy: how to help a difficult patient?
Moderators: Kruglova L.S., Lvov A.N.

Atopic dermatitis as a systemic disease
Fedenko E.S. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Biologic therapy for atopic dermatitis: from clinical guidelines to real patients

Kokhan M.M. (Yekaterinburg) (10 min.)

Possibilities for long-term management of atopic dermatitis

Ziganshin O.R. (Chelyabinsk) (10 min.)

Clinical experience: patients with atopic dermatitis before and during biologic therapy

Shatokhina E.A. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Questions and answers (5 min.)

14:15 – 14:30

Discussion (15 min.)

14:45 – 15:45

Symposium

Psychodermatology: current problems and prospects

Moderators: Samushia M.A., Romanov D.V.

Fundamentals of the communicative competence of a modern doctor

Samushia M.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Psychosomatic disorders in dermatovenerology and cosmetology

Medvedev V.E. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Disorders of body image in dermatology

Romanov D.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Skin disorders masking mental pathology. Dramatic analysis

Lvov A.N. (Moscow) (15 min.)

16:00 – 17:30

Master class:

Skin neoplasms and dermatoses: New dermatological signs. Don't miss it!

Moderator: Michenko A.V. (Moscow)

- Which criteria can be safely relied on in the differential diagnosis of neoplasms and non-neoplastic dermatoses?
- How does dermoscopy change our management strategies for daily patients?
- What new diagnostic/dermoscopic criteria are being adopted by the clinicians?
- We are open to your questions and active discussion at the masterclass!
10:00 - 10:45
Satellite symposium
The cornerstones of the treatment of complicated dermatoses
Moderators: Matushevskaya E.V., Khlebnikova A.N., Olkhovskaya K.B.

Prevention and treatment of complications in cosmetology practice
Matushevskaya E.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Dermatoses of body folds.
Khlebnikova A.N. (Moscow) (15 min.)
Combined topical treatment for atopic dermatitis
Olkhovskaya K.B. (Moscow) (15 min.)

10:45 - 11:00 Discussion

11:00 - 11:15 Break

11:15 – 12:00
Satellite symposium
Primary cutaneous lymphomas - "Bermuda triangle" of problems
Moderator: Lvov A.N.

Primary cutaneous lymphomas - "many-sided and mysterious" - what do we know about them?
Lvov A.N. (Moscow) (15 min.)
Moving towards a diagnosis: how to overcome "hills and bumps"
Kokhan M.M. (Yekaterinburg) (15 min.)
Putting together a therapeutic puzzle: new and promising
Gorenkova L.G. (Moscow) (15 min.)

12:00 – 12:15
Discussion (15 min.)
12:30 – 14:00

Symposium
Supportive dermatoncology as a novel interdisciplinary field

*Moderators: Shatokhina E.A., Orlova E.V.*

**Management of dermatologic toxicities of cancer therapies. Who is in charge?**

*Shatokhina E.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)*

**Acneiform rash associated with targeted cancer therapy: effective prevention, optimal treatment**

*Kruglova L.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)*

**Current approaches in the supportive treatment of solid tumors**

*Orlova E.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)*

**Specific features and management of skin appendages disorders associated with targeted cancer therapies**

*Polonskaia A.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)*

**Dermoscopy in the differential diagnosis of dermatological adverse events from cancer therapies: is it worth waiting for help?**

*Michtenko A.V. (Moscow) (10 min.)*

**Skin toxicity: new challenges, modern approaches**

*Smirnova L.M., Gabrielyan G.A., Sekacheva M.I. (Moscow) (10 min.)*

**Immune-related dermatologic adverse events associated with checkpoint inhibitor therapy (PD-1 / PD-L1)**

*Shatokhina E.A. (Moscow) (10 min.)*

14:15 – 16:00

Symposium
Advances in the diagnosis, therapy and prevention of skin neoplasms

*Moderators: Titov K.S., Michtenko A.V.*

**Key Lecture**

**Evidence-based medicine and modern digital technologies in the diagnosis of neoplasms and skin cancer**

*Raimonds Karls (Riga, Latvia) (30 min.)*

**Key Lecture**

**Artificial intelligence in the early detection of skin cancer and melanoma**

*Holger Hänßle (Germany) (30 min.)*

Modern possibilities of immunotherapy of inoperable and metastatic skin melanoma
Dark photochemistry and photoprotection
Shlivko I.L. (Nizhny Novgorod) (15 min.)

16:00 – 17:30
Symposium
In search of reliable criteria: clinical and dermoscopic comparisons
Moderators: Michenko A.V., Titov K.S., Shlivko I.L.

Dysplastic nevi vs early melanomas
Sergeev Yu.Yu. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Melanomas in children vs melanomas in adults
Belysheva T.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Melanomas vs stimulants of melanomas
Garanina O.E., Shlivko I.L. (Nizhny Novgorod) (15 min.)

Squamous cell carcinoma vs benign epithelial neoplasms
Yakushenko S.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Amelanotic melanomas vs non-pigmented neoplasms and dermatoses
A.V. Michenko (Moscow) (15 min.)

Melanonychia vs subungual melanoma
Titov K.S., Tsykin A.A., Kazakov A.M. (Moscow) (15 min.)

10:00 – 11:30
Symposium
Treatment of skin diseases: specific algorithms and schemes for a practicing doctor (I)
Moderators: Haldin A.A., Kotrekhova L.P.

Eczema: algorithm of topical treatment and prevention in children and adults
Haldin A.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Rational therapy of atopic dermatitis associated with bacterial and mycotic infection
Sokolova T.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Effective combinations in the complex therapy of skin and nail fungal infections
Kotrekhova L.P. (Saint Petersburg) (15 min.)

Dermatitis: evidence-based treatment

Matushevskaya E.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Innovative possibilities of microbiome correction and infection control

Khlebnikova A.N. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Discussion (15 min.)

11:45 – 12:15

Key Lecture

New insights into hyperpigmentation: solutions in clinical practice

Prof. Thierry Passeron (Nice, France) (30 min.)

12:15-13:45

Satellite symposium

Melanin hyperpigmentation: types and ways of correction

Araviyskaya E.A.

A new view on melanogenesis

Okhlopkov V.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Melasma: treatment cannot be resigned - triggers, features and correction

Araviyskaya E.A (St. Petersburg) (30 min.)

Does acne leave marks? Post-acne correction and prevention

Kruglova L.S. (Moscow) (30 min.)

Discussion (10 min.)

14:00 – 15:45

Symposium

Treatment of skin diseases: specific algorithms and schemes for a practicing doctor (II)

Moderators: Samtsov A.V., Kotrekhova L.P.

A modern view on bacterial and fungal skin infections

L.P. Kotrekhova (St. Petersburg) (30 min.)

Dermatoses associated with Malassezia fungi. Diagnostics and treatment

Samtsov A.V. (St. Petersburg) (15 min.)

Seborrheic dermatitis: systemic and topical therapy possibilities

Kruglova L.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Effective laser control of psoriasis
Surkichin S.I. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Skin lesions of cosmetically significant areas in psoriasis and the "burden of disease": mutual influences

Lvov A.N. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Vitamin D in dermatology: to be or not to be?

Matushevskaya E.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Hall №4

10:00 – 12:00

Symposium

Aesthetic gynecology

Moderators: Apolikhina I.A., Surkichin S.I.

Vulvology and aesthetic gynecology: what's new?

Apolikhina I.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Our experience in injectable carboxytherapy in the practice of gynecologist Saidova A.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Dynamic quadripolar radiowave in the treatment of vulvar diseases

Teterina T.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Combined therapy of vulvar lichen sclerosus

Surkichin S.I., Apolikhina I.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Modern possibilities of correction of scars and striae

Chernukha L.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Intimate contouring: new horizons

Kazakova S.N. (Moscow) (15 min.)

An integrated approach to the intimate zone hyperpigmentation therapy

Teterina T.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Discussion (10 min.)
12:15 – 13:15
Symposium
Reproductive health and STIs
Moderators Haldin A.A., Molochkov A.V., Khryanin A.A.

Anogenital warts: pathogenesis-based therapy and secondary prevention of relapses
Haldin A.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Immunotherapy of papillomavirus infection clinical manifestations
Molochkov A.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Dermatoses of the perianal region: management strategies
Khryanin A.A. (Novosibirsk) (15 min.)

Balanoposthitis. Diagnosis Masks
Ignatovsky A.V. (Saint Petersburg) (15 min.)

13:20 – 13:40
Key lecture
Modern aspects of orphan diseases
Batpenova G.R. (Nursultan, Kazakhstan) (30 min.)

13:45 – 15:30
Symposium
Pediatric dermatology. Clinical reviews
Moderator: Murashkin N.N.

Therapy of congenital ichthyosis in children: current opportunities and prospects
Murashkin N.N. (Moscow) (20 min.)

The place of atopic dermatitis in primary immunodeficiency states
Epishev R.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia in children
Ivanov R.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Neonatal erythroderma
Materikin A.I. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Scarring alopecia in the practice of a pediatric dermatologist and pediatrician
Opratin L.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)
Androgenetic alopecia in adolescents
Savelova A.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

15:30 – 17:30
Symposium
Podology as a synthesis of dermatology, mycology, orthopedics and surgery.
Moderator: Tsykin A.A.

The role of dermatophytic and non-dermatophytic mold fungi in the development of onychomycosis
Tsykin A.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Artificial anthropogenic environment as the main factor in the development of functional pathology of the foot
Frolov V.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Nail apparatus surgery
Dmitriev E.E. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Nail psoriasis. Differential diagnosis.
Sklyarova V.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Conservative treatment of ingrown toenail
Bakarzhieva P.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Correction of ingrown and deformed nails in children and adolescents
Oskolkova E.Yu. (Rostov-on-Don) (video master class) (20 min.)

Hall №5

Possibilities of modern cosmetology with ECALM-Academy

10:00–12:45
Symposium
Laser methods in cosmetology
Moderators: Igoshina A.V., Bondarenko V.V.

Laser hair removal, complications during procedures
Pestova V.Yu. (Moscow) (15 min.)
Laser methods in complex protocols of post-acne prevention  
Bondarenko V.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Effective laser removal of benign pigmented pathology: end therapeutic points  
Urakova D.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Light technologies in complex protocols of rosacea treatment  
Mitrofanova O.S. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Modern aspects of non-ablative laser skin rejuvenation  
Natkhova L.H. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Theoretical substantiation of managements strategies for patients with congenital vascular pathology  
Trapeznikova T.V. (Chelyabinsk) (15 min.)

Application of ablative laser methods in complex correction of complications  
Tyurina A.A. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Laser tattoo removal – modern opportunities, trends and difficulties  
Litvinenko M.M. (Yekaterinburg) (15 min.)

High-intensity methods in the complex treatment of striae  
Smetanina A.P. (Moscow) (15 min.)

Nutritional support during collagen-stimulating procedures  
Gvozdetskaya Yu.V. (Moscow) (15 min.)

An integrated approach to the treatment of pigmented pathology.  
Zakharova M.M. (Yekaterinburg) (15 min.)

10:00–12:45  
Symposium  
Everything starts with a consultation: key points of patient-physician interaction  
Moderators: Igoshina A.V.

Promotion of a doctor in the Internet. Practical tools. SkinExpert  
Lyubimova T.B. (Moscow) (20 min.)

What do patients want?  
Timofeva E.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Photodocumentation in aesthetic medicine. Practical Tools SkinExpert  
Igoshina A.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Self-help techniques for a doctor in case of emotional burnout and communication with difficult patients  
Mokrishcheva O.V. (Moscow) (20 min.)
Symposium
Injection methods in cosmetology
Moderators: Kalashnikova N.G., Kostsova T.B.

Face assessment and selection of correction techniques
Kalashnikova N.G. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Results of injection procedures in cosmetology, that no one expects
Zakharov Yu.Yu. (Yekaterinburg) (20 min.)

Use of neuroprotein in aesthetic medicine
Kostsova T.B. (Moscow) (20 min.)

The Insta generation beauty: requests, opportunities and contradictions
Trapeznikova T.V. (Chelyabinsk) (20 min.)

Beautiful lips as an important element of a harmonious face. Features of correction in different age periods
Shabanova A.A. (Moscow) (20 min.)

Sunday, 12 December, 2021
Day 3

Hall №1

Young Scientists Contest

10:00 - 10:50
Nomination: Scientific Start
Moderator: Shatokhina E.A.

Schools for patients with atopic dermatitis as the rehabilitation basis
Fedulina E.A. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Cervical cancer: vaccination VS screening
Korobova V.Yu. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Lewandowsky-Lutz disease
Ruban K.E. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Primary therapeutic inefficiency of psoriasis biologic therapy. Where is the insurance?
Syryseva A.Yu.
Summary (10 min.)

11:00 - 11:40
Nomination: Navigation in dermatovenerology

Urticaria - control is a reality
Golova A.Yu. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Target points for atopic dermatitis biologic therapy: right on target
Lyubivets A.A. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Microbiota and secondarily infected dermatoses
Kulikov D.V. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Comparative effectiveness of psoriasis biologic therapy in clinical practice
Simenskaya E.M. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Summary (10 min.)

11:50 - 12:40
Nomination: Cosmetology – innovations and traditions

Acne and rosacea - combined pathology
Efremova A.L. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Botulinum toxin therapy in the treatment of rosacea
Verbovaya E.D. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Modern views on the acne tarda etiopathogenesis
Kacharava I.Z. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Fat grafting in dermatology and cosmetology
Rodina A.L. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Summary (10 min.)

12:50 - 13:40
Nomination: Integrative dermatovenerology

Epidemiological aspects of COVID-19-associated alopecia
Ukhanova E.V. (10 min.)

The Masks of Melanoma
Logacheva N.S. (Moscow) (10 min.)
Agminated nevus Spitz - diagnostic difficulties
Ponomareva D.M. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Graft versus host reaction: from xerosis to Lyell's syndrome
Egoyan G.G. (Moscow) (10 min.)

Summary (10 min.)

13:40 – 13:50
Awarding the Winners of the Young Scientists Contest
Chairman of the Organizing Committee: Kruglova L.S., Conference Presidium members